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Editorial
Medical Sciences and/or Medical Arts
This title contains an inciting paradox.
Wikipedia defines Medicine as the art and science of healing.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Healing_arts
We find in Medicine a potential joining of Art and Science. Medicine is a rare place in our culture where pragmatic
joining of the apparent opposites takes place. If Medicine achieves its goal the two paths of Science and Art are joined.
This is the very precept of healing- helping in making something /someone whole. The concept of completeness is a
reflection of what we perceive as the archetype of perfection- the image of selves created by God/Nature in our mind.
Humans are motivated in seeking health and Medicine is the leading way. Thank God for that. Medicine is, in my
observation, a built in path of reunification of consciousness separated by evolution for its own development.
Ed.
*
To contact us or view previous issues of this Newsletter click this link: http://energeticrejuvenation.com/
E-mail entries to Abaraschi@aol.com or via regular mail addressed to: Anton Baraschi, 9 Farm Lane, Spring Valley,
N.Y. 10977
Editor

***
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News and Links
For yoga practitioners- this is a great site describing the various asanas, a source of yoga mats and anything else one
could wish for. Below is the link to the very basic Sun Salutation. (47) additional forms are shown – see index at left and
many more buttons at the top.
http://www.abc-of-yoga.com/yogapractice/sunsalutation.asp
*
Brugh Joy MD passed away the evening of 12-23-09, at 7:31pm. He was a pioneer in integration, following his calling
into searching the unconscious, mystical, shamanic- all for the greater healing. He authored many books and was
conducting retreats with an international following. We wish him luck in his new adventure. More information on his
webpage –link below:
http://www.brughjoy.com/
*
Jack Kornfield, PhD, Tara Brach, PhD and Mark Epstein, PhD, three of the West's most prominent Buddhist
teachers partnered in presenting "The Gifts of Buddhist and Western Psychology", an exploratory workshop about
"understanding healing and awakening the human heart and mind". Organized by the Omega Institute, this workshop
will take place April 16 to18-2010 at the Sheraton New York Hotel and Towers at 811- 7th Avenue N.Y. N.Y. 10019
*
From the New York Times:
"Nearly 1 in 100 American 8-year-olds struggle with autism, Asperger’s syndrome or a related developmental problem,
according to a study that health officials released" recently. In 2007 the ratio was 1 in 150 and in the year 2000 the ratio
was 1 in 300. To date, there is no conclusive explanation for this trend.
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/12/19/health/19autism.html?ref=health

***
Philosophical Essay
In part one of this series, starting in the July issue of this Newsletter, Peter Roche de Coppens develops the theme of
homo triplex, man endowed with three basic natures, physical, psychic and spiritual (Body, Soul and Spirit). The
proposed Emerging Health Care Paradigm must of necessity address all constituents of human nature.
In part two Peter developed the concept of the "vitality level"-of what makes a person heal.
In part three he introduces the idea of destiny, why – when all things are equal, some people heal and some don't.
In part four, he examines the paradigm of the extraordinary healer- the spontaneous appearance of persons who can
"sublimate" karma.
In part five Peter sums up the seven tenets of holistic health care.
In part six Peter examines the contrast in between the modus operandi of genuine spirit endowed healers such as Padre
Pio and the institutionalized hospitals.
Ed.
*
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The Transforming and Emerging Healthcare Paradigm (part 6 of 7):
The Ultimate Paradox: quantity vs. quality, healing vs. curing, and heaven vs. earth.
by Peter Roche de Coppens PhD
Reflecting upon what I had written in the first 5 parts of this series, an image flashed through my mind that encapsulated
the gist of what I was trying to convey to you as well as what might be called the “ultimate paradox” or “heterogony of
ends” (you start something, give the best of yourself to it, and end up with the opposite of your goals and ideals).
Inspiration again began flowing through my mind and warming my heart so that I just had to write a postscriptum to this
series and get you to consider and reflect upon what I will share with you. This might well be the quintessence of the
difference between the vertical (qualitative) and the horizontal (quantitative) axis, between heaven and earth (the
spiritual and the material approach) and curing the body to remove symptoms or healing the whole person by educating
that person and getting that person to eliminate the cause of her problems and difficulties.
The latter used to be called the “remission of sins”, which always played a fundamental role in the sacred approach to
healing, but which was eliminated from healthcare when human consciousness desacralized itself and fell below a
certain “threshold “. At that point society, culture and people disconnected themselves from the Great Chain of Being
and religion to plunge headlong in the conquest of the world… It is at this point (circa the end of the 19th and the
beginning of the 20th century, and more fully and definitively at the end of W.W.II) that “vocations became professions”
and that the essential priorities inverted themselves.
Rather than “seeking first the “Kingdom of Heaven” (higher spiritual consciousness to know oneself and be true to one’s
self and manifest what one had come to do in this world) it became “seek first the golden calf, money, and then
everything else will follow”. The basic question here, however, is “what will follow?”; what will be the results of
following the “ways of the world”, obtaining a lot of money and creating a powerful organization? Most likely the results
will be that the “means” will become the “ends”… that will disappear; that the organization that was thus been created
will seek to perpetuate itself, to maintain its power and privileges, rather than truly fulfilling its mandate. I have two
wonderful images and metaphors to convey this basic point… which I call the “ultimate paradox”.
Going back in time to the 1950’s, I remember going to S. Giovanni Rotondo in Southern Italy to meet Padre Pio and
spend some time next to him. I remember that he created “la casa della salute” a very modest and simple place where
people would come to seek his help and where “healing miracles” did occur and drew some of the most famous medical
doctors and professors of medicine of Europe. With his gifts, Padre Pio immediately began working with people,
transforming their lives and healing them at the spiritual, human and physical level, according to the will of Heaven and
the destiny of the people who came to see him.
He actually had a double gift or charisma that of “reading through a person” being able to go immediately to the essence
of the problems that ailed that person—giving that person a global view of his/her health. Then he would focus
“energies and frequencies” that would make that person whole—not only heal her body but also transform her life and
affect all the people that that person would meet during the course of her life. Thus he had a global cognitive and
therapeutic gift! What really fascinated me as a student of human nature and behavior was the difference I could observe
in the people who would enter and then leave “la casa della salute”. When they came, they were suffering, anxious and
worried, weighted down by their illnesses and the difficulties they found in their lives. When they left, their eyes were
sparkling, their faces were radiant for their really found what they were seeking and more.
The difference was truly astonishing. With nothing other than his presence and the grace of Heaven, Padre Pio
accomplished “miracles” that I would later describe as “bringing hope for the mind, motivation for the heart, and life for
the will and body”; helping people to experience the fact that they were not alone and abandoned in this difficult world,
that Life, however hard and painful was WORTH IT, a true gift and privilege, and that their souls and bodies could truly
be healed in a lasting and definitive way. If you know anything about psycho-neuro-immunology, you will immediately
realize the impact that this will have on their PNEI axis. (psyche –P, neuro -N, endocrine –E, and immunology- I. Ed.)
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When I returned to S. Giovanni Rotondo in 2008, I found three huge hospitals that cost billions; I found a large array of
medical personnel and very sophisticated medical technology and biochemical remedies. The main preoccupations and
concern of the doctors and medical personnel was the growing deficit that these hospitals incurred; of how they would
keep their jobs with the coming economic crisis; and of ways in which more people could be motivated to get checked,
have treatments and operations performed on them so as to pay the maintenance expenses of the hospitals and the salary
of their personnel. It was as if they wished having more people become sick with more illnesses that would require their
service… or become unemployed. Thus, their concern and motivation was not health and healing but sickness and
money.
What about the people who went to those hospitals? I also observed and studied them with my sociological eyes. When
they came they were pretty much what I could observe them when they came to “la casa della salute”: worried,
concerned, and weighted down by their illnesses and difficulties. They real difference took place when they left. Far
from having their eyes sparkling and their faces radiating with life, health and joy, they were tired, proven by the
treatments and/or operations they had undergone, and seeking to slowly recuperate their health and strength to go back to
the same life and life-style they had before. Some healing might have occurred at the physical level, undeniably, but at
the human and spiritual level, things remained pretty much the same has before… as nothing had happened to bring
change them. The other major difference was of course the “bill’, the cost of their hospitalization, that either the state or
the individual had to incur…
Later in my life, I experienced exactly the same thing and lived through the same paradox in Paris. My spiritual mother,
a genuine and gifted mystic with authentic healing abilities, used to receive between 20 and 30 persons a day in her
living room or kitchen. She would then take a look at the person before her and give that person a complete, global view
of his/her present health situation. She would then lay her hands on them and tell them that, together, they would ask
Heaven for help and that Light would come down and do the repair work that was necessary.
She also made them promise that they would take a hard look at their lives and life-style and change dysfunctional
patterns, becoming more moderate and harmonious with themselves, and more caring and compassionate towards others.
In their eyes and faces, as they left, I saw the same expression and transformation I had seen in S.Giovanni Rotondo.
Keeping in touch with them and looking at my own life, I could also notice the main changes that occurred and the
impact that this encounter had on their lives… as well as the lives of the people with whom they developed a
relationship. The healing and growth that had occurred was truly holistic and substantial.
Near her house was the famous American Hospital of Paris… which also costs billions to build and millions to maintain.
The hospital also had a large staff of medical specialists, the latest technology and most sophisticated chemical remedies.
People who came there were also quite concerned about their health and problems and weighted down by the hardships
of their lives. When they left the hospital, I observed the same pattern that also occurred in the hospitals of S.Giovanni
Rotondo. People were tired and “convalescing” from the diagnoses, treatments and operations they had undergone; and
they would also go back to their former lives with very little changes in their life-styles. And here, too, the monetary
expenses where very high…
I final such paradox I also found in Montreal, Canada, in the life of Brother Andre and the creation of St. Joseph’s
Oratory. For a few years, Brother Andre saw his ”patients” at the local tramway station where he obtained global results
with his patients’ physical, psychic, and spiritual health that the best, most modern and expensive hospitals could not
duplicate. If you visit the cathedral that was built to honor his healing ministry (which he imputed to St. Joseph) you will
literally see hundreds of crutches on the walls of the cathedral. They were left there by people who came with them and
who left without them. The testimonies, ex voto, and traces left by those who used a truly integral approach to healing,
which included and privileged the spiritual dimension are universal, are undeniable and unquestionable. The fundamental
question here is how can we benefit from these, what can we learn from them and how can we “personalize and
operationalize” them in the 21st century to help a growing number of persons with illnesses and problems that keep
multiplying?
The answer clearly is not by doing away with hospitals, medical training, medical doctors and medical technology; but,
rather, by studying and integrating the spiritual dimension and consciousness to the existing healthcare paradigm and by
changing our values, priorities and life-style. We need to grow up and evolve, to move from childhood to adulthood by
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raising our level of consciousness and being; we need to activate our intuition and reawaken our spiritual consciousness;
we need to unite the best of human effort with divine grace, Light or spiritual energies. We need to study Saints and
Sages, those who have reached higher levels of consciousness and being and take them as our “model” and “frame of
reference” rather than sick people… we need to become ourselves Saints and Sages.
We need to realize that there is a “natural hierarchy” in the world, a hierarchy of illnesses, patients and doctors where
“like will draw like” and where “water will always return to its own level”. Thus there is a place and a role for different
people on different levels of consciousness and being and for different healthcare paradigms. We need to realize that we
all go through a long period of evolution and self-realization where every step and every aspect ultimately serves the
highest good of the whole—we need to be able to be true to ourselves, to our destiny and to live in a responsible way.
*

Peter Roche de Coppens PhD teaches at East Stroudsburg University since 1970. He has graduate degrees in sociology,
anthropology and psychotherapy. Previously he has taught at Sorbonne University (Paris) and McGill University
(Montreal).
Dr. Roche de Coppens is presently a spiritual and medical consultant for GUNA (the leading Italian company in the
field of Integrative Medicine) in Rome and Milan, Italy. He authored in excess of 60 books, and innumerable articles.
Some of his more recent titles are listed below (see links):
Prayer (The Royal Path of the Spiritual Tradition)
Religion, Spirituality and Healthcare (How to Understand Them and Live Them Today)
Medicine and Spirituality (The Encounter of the 21st Century)
THE FLOWERS OF LIFE. Vol. I (What are Life and Death on Earth and How to Make the Most of Them)
The Flowers of Life Volume II: What are Wisdom and Scientific Knowledge?
The Great Theory of Human & Spiritual Revolution
Following a severe motorcycle injury that left him crippled, he sought help from the best medical authorities of the USA,
Italy, and Switzerland, only to be told that he would remain handicapped for the rest of his life.
Prayer was the vehicle through which he experienced healing. Such was his introduction to another form of medicine and
healthcare that motivated him to study, practice and refine various approaches to prayer and to holistic health and
wellness for the next 45 years.
Through his own personal experience, which changed the course of his life, he learned that the next great, “qualitative
step” in medicine and healthcare is the integration of the spiritual dimension, the awakening of spiritual
consciousness, holistic education and holistic health.

***
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Presentation and Interview

Adrian Ravarour
The Language of the Dancing Lights
A sensitive from birth, Adrian Ravarour experienced in his soul the flow of creation to such a degree that he spent decades
trying to express in reproducible terms the realities he was witnessing. His soul was a mirror of presence and dynamics he
would have no one to talk to for long stretches of time. A fleeting meeting with a brilliant mind (Aldous Huxley) gave him the
certitude that its possible to overcome that perceived handicap such that others could witness the same symphonic panoramas.
His mystical soul found solace in religion, his vision found solace in art.
Where in nature could a sensitive soul such as Adrian find the motion of creation he was witnessing in his inner vision? Would
it be on the sunrise reflections on clouds? Would it be in the fleeting weavings of the Aurora Borealis?
Not until the Hubble telescope started sending pictures of worlds forming and waning, did we witness the Language of the
Dancing Lights. Goethe, the poet scientist of times past, defined colors as "the deeds and sufferings of light". Perhaps Adrian's
visions are a mirror reflecting the inner-outer world.
Adrian had found an alphabet of poetry in motion, light and felt dynamics of content. His Angelic advisors are guiding his
hands and inspiring his visual encounters with light in motion. Following the desire embedded in his destiny Adrian has
acquired the language of limbs expressing feelings, danced as a dancer and later became a dancer’s dancer-a choreographer. In
what was natural to him, he sees the dynamics of energetic change. His camera (as in dancing) follows light condensing into
matter, motions suggesting creation, colors expressing love.
Dear readers, allow your beings to be taken into a journey in the realm of creation, feel the flow forms dancing and feel what
the artist experienced in intensity, in discovery and joy. Let his pictures speak to your soul:
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The streams of light race like schools of fish to form greater shapes announcing things to come:

Streams weave into veils and larger flow forms. Meanings arise out of the juxtaposition. Cosmic symphonies, we are
witnessing the magic that the Artist is seeing for us, it is an intensification of rainbowing waves of light:
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Follow the groups of undulating beams leading the drive to forms, formations and the birth of meaning.

The light expands and grows and flows. We witness forming nuclei. Angelic shapes announcing happenings, forms
anticipated by longing.
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A color change brings about drama- figures of light asserting their existence:

Expanding into landscape stances in the world of souls: It's yellow, red and blue and white……..
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Between realities, Aurora's fingers reflecting beingness in nature's echoes:

There is a shift, a subtle vision forming, color, light, internalizing what we felt, and now revelation:

We witness bliss, absorption in the greater Love and Light:

*
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ER. Adrian, how do capture Energy Flow Photographs?
AR. I always meditate before I photograph. I also meditate and pray while I make Energy Flow Photographs. As a
sensitive, I enter spaces and intuit the energy and patterns there, then manipulate light to produce similar designs. You
might say I am a light worker.
The psychic and seer, Aurilla [who recently passed-on] used to collect my images. She called them entry ways to other
dimensions, and she pointed out the dimensional beings and angels that she saw in my Energy Flow Photographs.
ER. What is the philosophy behind your work?
AR. All of my arts are applications of my Energy Flow System of the Arts. While we live on the human plane, I feel that
we are supposed to be interconnected to the spiritual realms that sustain Life. So, metaphorically I interpret this to mean
that we should live life as our Souls. If we live life as our Souls, we are our highest self. Then, our challenge, or path of
unfoldment, would be to bring our mind into harmony with the Spiritual. The easy of acceptance or difficulty of
resistance marks the duration of each lesson; as well as the degree of mental integration and application.
That’s my underpinning, or rationale behind all my Energy Flow Arts: In each genre I attempt to portray aspects of the
divine. Look at “Heavenly Hosts.” You see angels and souls gathered together as in a Renaissance painting. You
previously exhibited “Burning Bush” with Moses beside the bush assembled of light & angelic wings. My Energy Flow
Photographs are symbolic. They are like mandalas. One meditates and allows the spiritual experience to happen. Of
course this is the purpose of all great art, to be absorbed in it and then to experience some of its symbology.
ER. Rudolf Steiner said that beauty is the shadow of spirit on Earth –that it becomes manifest through the artist's
creative spirit. What is your experience? Could you share it with ER readers?
AR. My personal preparation to produce my Energy Flow Arts involved a life-time of studying and producing art. Plus, I
have spent decades reading the main spiritual books of many world cultures and have studied with some of their
proponents. However, my truest knowledge came from direct experience. I have had mystical experiences all my life.
That’s the reason why I create Energy Flow Photography and Energy Flow Arts- to portray some of these connections,
and, to help bridge the gaps, bringing spiritual consciousness to others so they can experience them for themselves.
*
Biographical Notes:
Ravarour began music lessons at three. Around thirteen, he visited Aldous Huxley who advised him to seek and live by
the highest common denominators of the world’s cultural philosophies— an idea that Ravarour then applied to principles
of Art. Throughout his teenage years he painted, wrote music & poetry, and made photographs.
Born a sensitive, his inner life reflected intuited information and mystical experiences. At nineteen he wanted to create
an art form. By twenty-one he realized that he should employ his intuited observations from meditation and momentum
as a basis to create art. When he was twenty-three he succeeded in the realization of this conception that materialized in
his creation of the Energy Flow System of the Arts.
Throughout the decades Ravarour applied his Energy Flow System of the Arts to the genres of art, painting, sculpture,
music, poetry, choreography, videography, and photography. In each medium, his art reflected the flowing patterns and
axial constructs that he had visualized in meditation and peak experiences. After he had utilized his theories to create
these art forms for many years, he documented the underpinnings of his Energy Flow System of the Arts in two Master’s
theses and a Doctoral dissertation.
Ravarour created Energy Meditation and Energy Flow Dance during the sixties and seventies. From the mid-eighties
through the nineties his Energy Flow camerawork of dance luminaries gained him national recognition. Since 1970 he
had authored more than a dozen books on Energy Flow themes; and, in 2003 Ravarour focused upon Energy Flow
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Photography to illustrate the Energy Flow patterns of his designs. For the last decade he worked extensively with New
Age composer Christopher A Flores on multi-media works for screen and stage. Within each genre Ravarour’s Energy
Flow System of the Arts provided the philosophical structure and design template upon which his Energy Flow Arts are
made, and that resonate with the inner self and outer worlds.
The Image Making of Adrian Ravarour
1957

Ravarour studied Photography in school; and, began making images.
Aldous Huxley told Ravarour to use highest common denominators in
Philosophy - Ravarour applied Huxley’s premise to principles of Art.

1967

Ravarour created Energy Meditation to observe energy dynamic states. Staff member of Intersection
Center for Religion and the Arts; Alan Watts recommended that he use a Zen way of seeing when
looking at art & life.

1968

Ravarour conceived and created the Energy Flow System of the Arts that he applied to painting, dance,
& photography. Taught Energy Meditation, Energy Flow Dance; performances; made ten years of
Energy Flow Arts.

1970s

Cole Weston critiqued Ravarour’s photography & invited him to join Friends of Photography. Ansel
Adams discussed work, zonal system & the aesthetics of recording movement that Ravarour wanted to
achieve.

1978-81

Cameraman & Director for CH 25 in San Francisco.

1985

Ph.D. degree, Energy Flow principles applied to the Arts that utilize Buddhist, Taoist, Ch’i
philosophical studies under Dr. José Argüelles. Ravarour began Video recording of the moving image
for the next ten years; Ravarour recorded major dance companies coast-to-coast.

1996-97

Ravarour recorded dance legends at Jacob’s Pillow. Tapes at the Pillow.

1999

The last performances Ravarour recorded were for NYPL Dance Collection. He retired; recognized
among 20 cameramen for movement.

2001

Ravarour applies his Energy Flow System of the Arts to Fine Art Photography.

2003-2007

Lightforms, Energy Flow Photography, Series I. Fine Art Photography.

2008-2009

New Work: Energy Flow Photography, Series II, III & Series IV.

Publications
2000

Dance Video Aesthetics. ProQuest/UMI. Ann Arbor, MI.

2003

Transfigured Body DVD; Ravarour’s images morphed throughout film.

2008

Lightforms: Energy Flow Photography, Series I. Fine Art Photography.

***
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Modality Review
In early December 09, the New Dawn Foundation in New Rochelle, NY hosted trainings for Level One and Two of the
Domancic Method of Bioenergy Therapy as well as a clinic. Emma Bragdon PhD attended the Level One training and
the clinic, called the Bioenergy Life Project, that treated difficult conditions which took place for the first time on the
East Coast. A documentary film was shot and we are anticipating its release shortly. We believe it will be an exciting
complement to the informational documentary about the Slovenian clinic of Zdenko Domancic (reviewed in the January
09 issue of this Newsletter). Emma is extremely well suited for writing the following report as she is the Director of the
Foundation for Energy Therapies and has a vast overview of the field of Energy Therapies.
Please note: Dr Alina Enista reviewed the first ever Bioenergy Life Project that took place on the West Coast. See the
July 09 Issue of the Energetic Rejuvenation Newsletter for her report.
Ed.
*

Domancic Method Bioenergy Therapy- Level One Training
December 4-6, 2009
New Dawn Foundation (formerly known as The Oaks), New Rochelle, NY
by Emma Bragdon PhD

It’s December 22, two weeks after finishing the training and I am in awe of the work.
This past week I gave 4 people a sequence of 4 sessions, including one dog—a long-legged golden retriever with arthritis
in his hindquarters. I gave two other people treatments so they had a taste of the work. Consistently, there were results
that amazed me. Those who tasted all signed up for the sequence of 4 sessions. There was excitement.
Client # 1: a 52-year old woman who had had a headache for 20+ years (which she rated as 7 out of 10 in severity at the
beginning of treatment) was relieved of her headache completely. Client # 2: a 60 year old woman with relatively low
level pain in her lower back, liver area and gums was also completely relieved of pain including an emotional feeling of
“dread” that had been her background for a week or so in the quiet times of her day. Client #3 had a hand tremor (level 5
on a scale of 1-10) which completely stopped after one treatment. And, dear Ollie the dog, changed from being jumpy
about lying still for the treatment, to coming to my feet, lying down and turning into a proverbial sack of potatoes as I
moved him around for the treatment. He thumped his tail on the floor each time I acted as a conduit moving energy into
the joints of his back legs, an obvious sign he liked it.
I have never seen these kinds of results so quickly—except through prodigies like John of God who are born geniuses in
the domain of healing. I am not trying to proselytize, but I would say that looking into the Domancic Method of BioEnergy Therapy is worth your while if you are interested in the power of Energy Therapy.
Where am I coming from? I started doing bodywork with people in 1966: first massage, then Bioenergetics, PreNatal
Therapy, Hendricks Breathwork, Neo-Reichian Therapy and Jin Shin Do. I was in private practice as a licensed
psychotherapist in California, as well. Since 2001 I have been spending months each year at the sanctuary where John of
God works, to help him as I could, and learn from him. You could say, I have been around bodywork and energy work
for 40+ years. However, I have not been doing hands-on work for 16 years.
Did I get these results this past week because I was formerly prepared for the training?—or does everyone get the kind of
results noted above after they have completed the training? I can’t answer that. But, our teacher, Zoran, repeatedly told
us “Anyone can do this form of Bio-Energy therapy and be successful.”
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A brief look at the training
Friday evening: There were about 20 people who convened for the training—some experienced body workers, some with
next to no experience. We were told that those with beginner’s mind had an advantage as they were not filled with a lot
of ideas about how things should be. That set the stage. We were all equals. We met our teacher, Zoran and his wife
Stephanie, and they prepared us for the weekend activities.
Saturday: We learned the basic protocols used in the Domanicic Method of Bio-Energy therapy and had the opportunity
to practice most of them on fellow students.

Alex sending energy into the thyroid

Sunday: We practiced some more and discussed elements of bringing this work to our communities. Topics included:
the importance of working in a group, the request to not turn anyone away because of lack of ability to pay, the value of
some energy exchange between client and therapist, the value of the client participating in the therapy to some degree.
We were also given a glimpse into Level 2: we had some requirements to fulfill before we were qualified for the more
advanced training. In Level 2 we would learn more about the group field and working at a distance, amongst other
things essential for the ultimate success of a practitioner.
What I like most about this work
It’s all about wellness. It’s not about focusing on disease but giving the body more energy and allowing it to do what it
needs to do with the energy to balance and heal the body. It’s all about working with the intelligence of the bio-energy
and the intelligence of the body. It’s essentially a positive approach to health maintenance and recreating health when
there has been imbalance.
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Simple.
Does it replace conventional medicine and physicians? Absolutely not. It does not make any effort to do that.
Practitioners of Bio-Energy Therapy do not diagnose, give suggestions for treatment, or manipulate bones. Nothing
invasive is done. All of this kind of work is up to the allopathic physicians and surgeons. It is recommended that anyone
with a medical problem consult a licensed physician.
Bio-Energy therapists do inquire, “What is bothering you?” Then, the practitioner makes energy available to the client
which his or her own system knows how to use to create wellness. The practitioner is the conduit for the energy.
That’s it.
The Bio-Energy work is often done without touching the body at all, and, when the body is touched, it is very light—
similar to a hot water bottle in pressure. Clients are fully clothed. The treatment is received with the client either
standing or sitting. Sometimes two therapists work on one client at the same time.
Again, it is not complex.
A powerful and sweet part of the process is the fact that those waiting to be treated, and their caretakers, sit on chairs in a
circle around those who are receiving treatment. The good energy of the work comes to them, and their presence is
supportive to those receiving treatment as well. This community feeling is an important element. At times, the caretaker
of a specific client will assist the client in remaining standing, if he or she needs it. The love I witnessed in this exchange
brought tears to my eyes many times.

Carol and Zoran working on a client within circle of participants
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The Bio-Energy Life Project took place after the Level One training at The Oaks in New Rochelle, NY, the home of the
New Dawn Foundation. During the four days of this project, Zoran Hochstatter and two of the advanced practitioners of
Bio-Energy Therapy, Alex and Carol, worked on a number of people who had specific illnesses: Parkinson's, Multiple
Sclerosis, Chronic Asthma, and some other challenging issues. The therapy sessions for these people were given for free
in exchange for the people being interviewed on film after their four sessions. Zoran and his wife Stephanie were
collecting the results for a documentary film they are creating that demonstrates the power of Bio-Energy Therapy.

Zoran and Carol working on a client held by her husband

The photos in this article were taken during the Bioenergy Life Project. As an observer of the full four days, I can say
that watching these people being worked on, and seeing the results-- how they regained more mobility and quality of
life--was deeply moving and inspiring.
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What’s next?
I am preparing to do Level 2 at the end of January, and I am really looking forward to it. I don’t know yet if I will be
devoting a lot of my time to being a practitioner. I do know that I want the tools to help my friends and family, as well
as people in my community who are struggling with mental and physical illnesses. The training is an important tool-kit,
essential First Aid, as far as I am concerned.
I have a vision: that every community has a Bio-Energy Therapy Center available to everyone 4 days a week.
Many of you may have read the book, “Mutant Message Down Under”. It describes the life of a tribe of Aboriginal
people in Australia from the point of view of an American woman, Marlo Morgan, who traveled with them for three
months as their guest. The tribe members were profoundly connected to each other --which was manifested through
telepathic communication. They were also profoundly connected to the Earth, and could sense where water was located
under dry sand. The author also told about a man who broke his leg so badly that bone protruded out of the skin of his
leg. This same man applied his knowledge of universal bio-energy so that the leg healed and he was able to continue the
walkabout the next day, unimpeded by pain or weakness.
Ms. Morgan revealed a model of what is possible, and what has been known before in human history but has been
forgotten. I think Domancic’s method of Bio-Energy Therapy is bringing us back to this wise relationship with universal
energy, enhancing our relationships with ourselves, each other, and the earth.
For more information on taking the Bio-Energy training seminars contact: Zoran Hochstatter (the only person authorized
to teach outside of Slovenia): www.healingbioenergy.com and phone: 310-601-8414 (Eastern Standard Time)
Free Film: “Bio-Energy Therapy” with the originator, Domancic, from Slovenia. View online:
http://web.mac.com/bioenergy/HealingBioenergy/Movies.html

*

Emma Bragdon, PhD has been researching Spiritist Healing in Brazil since 2001. She has written two books and
produced two films on this topic in the last 7 years. She is the Director of the Foundation for Energy Therapies. She
leads groups of individuals going to consult with John of God several times a year. Emma publishes a quarterly
Newsletter that could be viewed at her webpage together with her trips schedule:
www.EmmaBragdon.com
To contact Emma via email: EBragdon@aol.com.

***
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Interview
Tania Smith- Sorting Karmic Cords
I met Tania Smith at the Tse DupYang Bod (Ancient Tibetan Healing) training. She was selling those magically looking
jewelry assemblages of old beads combined in intriguing packages. Part of the proceeds went to benefit the Bon
children. Her appearance was also intriguing, you see, Tania is a pop star. I approached her with a request for her
biography and an interview for ER readers.

Tania Smith was born in Tasmania, Australia and grew up pursuing music as a profession that led her to work with
some of Australia's biggest artists as a keyboard player and singer. After completing a world tour with Kylie Minogue
she headed to the US to continue working on her own musical project, a pop band called SpaceJunky (link), as well as
playing and singing on recordings by artists such as Billy Burnette, (Fleetwood Mac) Paul Carrack, Kylie Minogue, Kix
Brooks of Brooks & Dunn & Billy Mann (Pink, Sting, Celine Dion). She has also appeared on TV shows such as David
Letterman, Jay Leno, as well as music videos & has performed live as a musical director for Michael McDonald, Willie
Nelson & Leeanne Womack for one of their appearances. A song she co wrote helped Ashley Cleveland win a Grammy
in 1995 for best Rock Gospel Album and the song “Lesson Of Love” was also the album title. While she knew she would
always be involved with music, at a young age she knew a healing path would open up at some point in her life. She
started creating sacred amulets for her friends & celebrities to wear on stage while on tour with Jamie O'Neal, and
Crystal Gypsy Designs was born.
Crystal Gypsy Designs are more than just jewelry. As well as being a Certified Clinical Hypnotherapist, Tania has
studied energy work with various teachers including Reiki, Shamanic practices from Peru & Sahaja Sathithi Yoga from
India. Each stone, bead or crystal is hand picked by Tania, cleansed & energized with Reiki and dedicated so that it
resonates with high energy and works on the energy field of the wearer. A lot of the pieces come with a description of the
energies of the stones, and some have their own distinct name and story in the form of a certificate. She believes each
piece is created for one person and that they will be drawn to this piece by their souls' intuition. Each piece tells a story
and is unique, just like the person who wears it.
Ed.
*
ER. Tania- when did you find you had an interest in jewelry?
TS. My grandfather was interested in the metaphysical arts and made sacred jewelry and I have always had an affinity
with crystals and gemstones. I could always from a young age pick up a stone and feel it's energy. I knew one day I
would be drawn to work with this energy but I did not make the connection between the two until I started making
jewelry. My mother was very psychic and could always instinctively pick up on people's inner world and I discovered I
had inherited this talent when I started to read the tarot. I would look at someone and choose the stones for their piece
and after I explained what the stones meant they would tell me that it mirrored what was going on in their life. This was
exciting.
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ER. How did you become involved with the Bon and the Bon children?
TS. Several years ago I met a Tibetan family who had these amazing old and antique Tibetan amulets. They had left
Tibet during the Cultural Revolution and brought many of these treasures with them. As I feel energy from stones quite
intensely I was awestruck at the feeling I had when I held them…so began my awakening of my connection with Tibet
and its people and culture.
My first thought was “these are sacred”…coming from a culture that was slowly being destroyed my first thought was
how do I preserve this energy and honor this culture.
So I started making one of a kind designer jewelry pieces and energizing them with Reiki, explaining to people the
different vibrations of the stones in the piece and how it might relate to their life. It astounded me when I would hear the
stories people would tell me when connecting with these treasures, a result I believe of the spirituality of the people who
had created them. I was but the messenger.
Then in 2008 I was reading Shambhala Sun and the magazine fell open to an ad with a picture of Geshe Chongtul
Rinpoche, advertising a 3 year study of Ancient Tibetan Healing which was the source of what we know as Reiki. I had
always instinctively known that Reiki came from Tibet so I knew I had to study this rare teaching. It was something I
had been searching for, for a long time.
At the retreat I walked past a table with pictures of Tibetan children asking for sponsors to help with food, shelter and
their education and I knew that I wanted to help sponsor several of them although at that time I had no idea how. Later I
had the idea to ask Rinpoche if he would bless several of the Tibetan necklaces and I would donate a significant portion
back to his Bon Shen Ling Foundation from the sale of each necklace, which would sponsor a child for a year.
He said yes, and my heart lit up. I had made a promise while in Tibet a few years prior in the Jokhang Temple to help the
Tibetan people in any way I could, and while I had always donated back to Tibetan Charities, this was a more direct way
I could help Rinpoche’s children. Shortly after that he invited me to serve on the board of Bon Shen Ling. For this I am
very grateful.
ER. Where could people buy your artwork? How could you be contacted?
TS. These pieces are magical, and I have many incredible stories about people connecting with them, you may see some
of them at www.crystalgypsy.com. You can also learn more about the Bon Culture and Chongtul Rinpoche at
www.bonshenling.org. If you would like to contact me about the Jewelry or sponsoring a Tibetan child please email me
at crystalgypsy@comcast.net”. Tashi Delek! As an afterthought, here is a link to a music video for a song I wrote and
sing called Temple of Love. It is filmed in Tibet and is about the hope that the Dalai Lama may one day be able to go
home to Tibet. http://www.spacejunky.com/music-group-13.html . It’s the 4th video down on the page.
ER. Thank you Tania and all best for the New Year on behalf of the ER community.

***
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Book Reviews
Biotherapy: A Healing for the 21st Century; The Eastern European Method of Energy Balancing That Anyone
Can Master (Paperback) - Copyright 1997
by Csongor Daniel www.csongordaniel.com
http://www.amazon.com/Biotherapy-Healing-Century-European-Balancing/dp/0965878104/ref=pd_bxgy_d_text_b
This is one of the few books in English about East European Bioenergy with references to the Domancic clinic. The
author is a practicing bioenergist in Florida. He apprenticed with Zdenco Domancic more than a decade ago and
recently revievisited the Slovanian clinic. There is much useful information, all simply described. This book goes a long
way toward explaining the origin and practice of Bioenergy. There are blurbs about the Soviet era studies( " the reason
this country put so much energy in the study of paranormal is very simple: In Communist ideals there is no concept of
God. Because of that Soviet scientists had the assignment to to prove that behind all these miraculous healings there is
some physical explanation. They pretty much did it."), about Djuna Davitashvili("her healing capabilities are practically
endless"), about the gangrene study in Zagreb with Zdenko Domancic (Dr. Josip Cicek: "By all my medical knowledge
and experience R.P. was supposed to be dead in 48 hours, and he is alive, and he is even getting better!"). The bioenergy
system described in the book is closer to Djuna's Passes than to the Domancic Method but one could infer the common
origin of the techniques.
Ed.
*
Medicine, Miracles, and Manifestations: A Doctor's Journey Through the Worlds of Divine Intervention, NearDeath Experiences, and Universal Energy (Paperback)
John L Turner MD- copyright 2009
with a foreword by Robert F Spetzler MD(author of many medical texts)
http://www.amazon.com/Medicine-Miracles-Manifestations-InterventionExperiences/dp/1601630603/ref=ntt_at_ep_dpt_1#noop
John L. Turner MD, a Neurosurgeon from Hawaii, discovers the presence of the Divine during an open brain surgery he
is performing. He asks God for help and …he gets it. Needless to say that he starts researching and shares his findings.
It is a very refreshing account of a "follow the truth to the ultimate conclusion". I am very excited by the growing
presence of a new breed of MD's with both classical training and energetic interests.
Ed.

***
Announcements
This Newsletter is being e-mailed the 3rd week of every month. Deadline for submitting copy, material, announcements
and other contributions, is the 15th day of the month. E-mail Newsletter material to Abaraschi@aol.com mentioning
Newsletter in the e-mail title.

***
Credits
Peter Roche de Coppens, PA; Adrian Ravarour, CA; Emma Bragdon, VT; Tania Smith, TN; Christine Baraschi,
Holland; Anton Baraschi, NY.
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